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Premise
Like in most things marketing, a small 

business should not try to copy the 
formulas used by the Mega-Marketers.

It’s no different for websites.



Your website is your most important 
marketing tool.  It needs to:

• Attract and inform
• Contain your entire Marketing Message

• What you do
• How your customer benefits
• Why you’re the best choice – with evidence

• Tell your story



• Offer desirable free information or samples 
as an “opt-in” to gather the contact 
information of your visitors

• Minimize the risk of doing business with 
you

• Ask for their business



Does your website do all this?  And do it in a 
clear, concise and conversational way?

And, is it designed to be easy and pleasant to 
read, to maximize your chances of getting a 
conversion?

Next:  The Look & Flow of your website



First, let’s Examine Three 
Common Website Designs

• The “Apple Stack”
• The “Modern” Web Design
• The “Two-Column Confuser”



1. The “Apple Stack”
Web style popularized by 
Apple, where concept 
blocks are stacked one on 
top of another.  Each block 
is unrelated – except for the 
name Apple.  This style is 
copied by far too many 
small business sites.  It 
probably won’t work for 
you – unless you have a 
brand as strong as Apple.
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1. The “Apple Stack”
The Apple Stack approach 
breaks a number of the 
rules and guidelines we 
have for small business 
websites.  Here are two:

• Page should focus 80% 
or more on one concept

• Your structure and your 
message are unalterably 
locked together
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1. The “Apple Stack”
Apple relies on the sheer 
power of its brand to send 
people scrolling down the 
page to click on the product 
they want to see.

For entrepreneurial 
businesses, your brand isn’t 
likely to generate scrolling 
without some darn good 
reasons “above the fold”.
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2. “Modern” Web Design
This design has become fairly 
standard on the web and is popular 
with web designers.  Why?  Maybe 
because it’s easy.

One problem is the main image, 
which all too often is a photo of a 
smiling model, with little real 
relevance to your business.  Main 
images should grab your attention, 
tell a story, draw you in, or make 
you think.  Does yours?

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
___

Image/
Video

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
____

Footer

-----------------------------------
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2. “Modern” Web Design
Some main images on small 
business websites are merely 
photos of your product(s).  Avoid 
this if you can.  

You’re not some impersonal, dull, 
gray corporation peddling its 
wares.  You, the small business 
entrepreneur, are literally peddling 
yourself. Your ideas, your 
passions, and your expertise.

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
___

Image/
Video

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
____

Footer
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2. “Modern” Web Design
A good website needs a great 
headline.  One that captures 
attention and makes the reader 
want to learn more. Too many 
sites have no real headline at all.  
Criminal.

Another problem with this design 
is, there’s no real standout area to 
focus the eye.  The Feature boxes 
are all the same size, signifying 
equal importance.  This is wrong. 

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
___

Image/
Video

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
____

Footer

-----------------------------------
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2. “Modern” Web Design
In any grouping the designer must 
lead the reader to the most 
important thought. 

Strangely, these boxes usually have 
poor contrast as well (such as white 
on gray, or green on green).  

The secondary image is most often 
another bland model smiling.  
Nothing to connect the reader to 
you or your business.

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
___

Image/
Video

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
____

Footer

-----------------------------------
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2. “Modern” Web Design
Small business is personal.  People 
buy from people they like, so it’s 
critical that your website reflect the 
personality of the owner or the 
business.  Can’t figure out what 
that is?  Ask a few friends and 
customers.

The best advice for “how to write 
and structure your homepage with 
personality” is to just be yourself.

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
___

Image/
Video

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
____

Footer

-----------------------------------
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3. The Two Column Confuser
The “Confuser” Design is just what 
it sounds like.  Two columns, 
seemingly equal in size and import-
ance, side-by-side on your page.

The difficulty arises because readers 
cannot distinguish what is the most 
important thought on the page, so 
they get confused and unfocused.  
Confused people seldom stay on a 
site long enough to un-confuse 
themselves.

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

________________
________________
________________
________________

Image/
Video

______
______
______
______
______

Footer

-----------------------------------
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ACTION

Image/Video

Cross Head
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
_______



3. The Two Column Confuser
But let’s take a look at the eye path 
choices created by this design. The 
unfocused reader has 24 choices (as 
you can see by the arrows tracing 
reader’s eye path) they want to read 
the 4 “equally important” info areas. 
Bad!  Very bad.

• Pick a main thought. 
• Design an easy-to-follow eye path
• Compose the copy correctly

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

________________
________________
________________
________________

Image/
Video

______
______
______
______
______

Footer

-----------------------------------
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Cross Head
__________________
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OK.  
Enough of what not to do.

Let’s spend our time learning 
How To Create A World-Class Website





Now that you’re familiar with three of the most 
widespread website templates used by small 
businesses, I’d like to introduce you to the 
concept of the Look & Flow Web Template.



The Look & Flow Web Template
emphasizes the need to start a conversation 
with your prospects in which you communicate 
a compelling explanation of what your business 
is all about and how they benefit.

Note:  It’s an Explanation, not an Exclamation (leave 
that to the ad agencies).

Note 2:  For a good example of a Look & Flow design 
go to my website, WriteLikeAMadman.com.



The Look
While we speak about the look of 
your website, we always keep in 
mind the lessons learned in the 7” 
Solution To Website Problems. 
Get your marketing message out in 
the ‘Above the Fold’ section.

WHAT + VP + WHY + EV = MM

Rather than fill a page with “sales 
talk”, this template should be a
“friendly letter”, rather than an ad.

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

WHAT – VALUE PROP – WHY+ EV 
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

VIDEO
(SUGGESTED) 

OR

IMAGE

• _____________
• _____________
• _____________
• _____________
• _____________

Footer

----------------------------------
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___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Optional
Column 
for 
Support
Info ONLY

Testimonials
Opt-In
Events
Blog
Community

ACTION BUTTON



The Look
Why a letter?  Because it’s 
personal and conversational.  
It requires you to:

• Write in one voice - yours

• Take them down the page 
reason by reason – benefit by 
benefit

• Connect every thought with 
transitions and conversations

• Build toward the decision to act

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

WHAT – VALUE PROP – WHY+ EV 
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Footer

-----------------------------------
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___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Optional
Column 
for Support
Info ONLY

Testimonials
Opt-In
Events
Blog
Community

Do not 
introduce 
new 
concepts 
here

ACTION BUTTON

• _____________
• _____________
• _____________
• _____________
• _____________

VIDEO
(SUGGESTED) 

OR

IMAGE



Flow: “Modern” Web Design
In this design the eyes of the 
reader are constantly redirected.  
Reader is unsure where to look 
because the designer didn’t tell 
him, so he loses focus, his eyes 
wander, and he may quickly opt-
out of this site because he may not 
even know if he’s in the right place.

It’s not as bad as the Two Column 
Confuser…but it’s bad enough.

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

Feature 
Box

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
___

Image/
Video

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
____

Footer
ACTION BUTTON

-----------------------------------
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Flow: Look & Flow Design
Your page should put the spotlight on 
your Most Important Thought.

Your marketing message 
communicates that thought and 
supports it with evidence, taking the 
reader smoothly down the page.

Each time the reader moves on to 
another section, she is rewarding us 
with a “mini-yes”.  Build enough mini-
yesses and you get the big “YES!”

LOGO/Tagline

Headline/Main Image

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Image/
Video

Footer

-----------------------------------
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___________________________
___________________________

Optional
Column 
for 
Support
Info ONLY

Testimonials
Opt-In
Events
Blog
Community

ACTION BUTTON

• _____________
• _____________
• _____________
• _____________



Flow
Construct your site so you 
have a linear thought 
sequence* taking readers 
down the page, step-by-step 
with words, images and 
videos, until they reach the 
conclusion to continue on 
or hit the click-thru button, 
or buy the product.

*From Dr Flint McGlaughlin

Writing For Flow
Write with your personal 
voice, as if you were 
explaining your business to 
a friend.  Make sure to 
connect each thought (or 
paragraph) to the following 
one with a smooth transition 
statement, such as, “let’s talk 
a bit about your…”

Conclusion



One Final Note To Small 
Business Entrepreneurs

The Conclusion a prospect reaches is about 
YOU, not simply your business or product.

Keep up the good work,



If you knew what we know, 
your website, marketing, 
and advertising would be 
making more money

WriteLikeAMadman.com


